
During the 2017-2018 scholastic year, our four cycle three French teachers applied for a              
professional development grant to support the creation of Hyperdocs in French. 
 

For the most part, our project followed exactly what we set out to accomplish. We were                
able to create hyperdocs that follow our French language competencies, our Science program             
and our History program. We were able to take it one step further and create a Hyperdoc to                  
support our art competencies as well. 
 

We had proposed to invite the school board consultant at the beginning to show us how                
to create proper hyperdocs, however in the end, two team members had enough expertise              
using hyperdocs to teach the others how they work and how to create them. 
 

As planned, we were able to explore the resources that exist both on the hyperdocs               
website, as well as through some other sites that teachers use to share their ideas and work                 
created. 
 

As predicted, finding appropriate materials in French proved difficult and time           
consuming. Having as much time as we did allowed us to create materials at our students’                
academic level. As well, we were able to really take the time to correlate the hyperdocs we                 
created with our curriculum planning.  
 

In brief, our first half day was dedicated to familiarizing ourselves with the process and               
philosophy, exploring the various templates available and choosing the themes for which we felt              
hyperdocs best supported the curriculum. Our remaining days were used to create hyperdocs             
on all subjects. We were able to create numerous lessons to support both the grade five and                 
grade six curriculums in French, science, history and art. 
 

Furthermore, we were successful in reaching the goals we set out for ourselves.             
Specifically, our goal of creating material that students can master at their individual level was               
attained. Our goal of engaging students in a second-language setting was also achieved, as              
students truly enjoyed the interactive components of Hyperdocs. Lastly,our goal of creating a             
good bank of Hyperdocs was also met as we succeeded in creating enough lessons to support                
all competencies taught in French class. 
 

As professionals, we felt we benefited greatly from this opportunity. Teachers were able             
to collaborate and were able to align curriculum with their colleagues. We were also able to use                 
the Hyperdocs instantly, which allowed us to receive and share feedback from our students. As               
a result, teachers were able to adjust and make changes throughout the process. Teachers also               
feel more confident using chromebooks and Hyperdocs in the classroom. 

 
What became clear to us was the value of Hyperdocs for differentiated learning.             

Teachers are better equipped to support students needs, particularly for those students that are              
more advanced or who follow modified programs. 



 
By the end of the school year, we were able to share our knowledge with the rest of our                   

cycle team. They were very receptive and excited to try this in their own classrooms. We are                 
also looking forward to sharing the advantages of Hyperdocs with the rest of our colleagues at                
our school. Other French teachers in our school will be able to use ours as a template and make                   
adjustments to support their specific curriculum. Furthermore, students have a knowledge of            
using Hyperdocs, and will have an easier time working on them in their other classes. We also                 
noticed they are able to work independently, as well as collaborate within each lesson. 
 

In conclusion, we highly encourage other schools to invest in time and energy to learn               
about the Hyperdocs philosophy so that their students can benefit from the engaging, multi-level              
approach that Hyperdocs provide. This philosophy is highly relevant to 21st century learners,             
and therefore something we feel is relevant to every student, everywhere. 
 


